tracey’s fixing
the broken
world of work
...one cartwheel at a time!

system + process + team
Tracey Foulkes understands that work as a concept is broken. With the
average employee spending as much as 90% of their day working, Tracey
believes that every effort should be made to make work a positive experience. As an advocate for effortlessness, Tracey’s never been afraid to
push back on what’s perceived as the norm. Her work inspires a number
of leading companies to consider the future of work, redefine their culture
and cultivate productive teams.
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As the founder and COO of Ireland based, This is Productivity, a group of
companies spanning 3 continents, she has made it her mission to understand the integration of systems, process and people at a very deep level.
Tracey’s passion to improve the way we work, making it more productive
than ever before, provides the basis for her inspirational talks. Tracey is
based in Wellington, South Africa and travels internationally.

Facebook
LinkedIn
You’ve probably heard that Tracey
isn’t a fan of Email. With that said,
if you absolutely must resort to it,
you can do so by clicking here.

Her recent talks include:
CHEMISTRY, LOVE + THE TEAM OF 2050

Recent delegate feedback:

> What chemistry brings to teams
> How great teams can differentiate in a society bent on perfection
> Why teams need to be thinking of 2050

“BRILLIANT ELOQUENT
SPEAKER”

SCREW AGILE – LET’S PLAY!
> What project management means to high performance teams
> Why sales centric shouldn’t be your success strategy
> How play can be applied to work
www.traceyfoulkes.com

“I WAS ENGAGED FROM
START TO FINISH!”
“GREAT TALK, WELL
SPOKEN, TO THE POINT;
LOVED IT!”
Why not see Tracey in action
for yourself? Check out her talk
about the Power of Three here.

